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SEO Basics & The SEO Reading List 
From Heidi Gustad of HandsOccupied.com, craft blogger by night/techie librarian by day. 
 

What i s  SEO? 
Search engine optimization is how you improve your visibility online, a.k.a. showing up on 
the front page or near the top of a search engine like Google or Bing’s search results 

How does  i t  work?  
Search engine robots (also called spiders or crawlers) read the code of your website looking 
for special bits of information to let it know what the website it’s reading is all about 
 
These robots are not very smart… 

They’re programmed to look for specific information, which you need to learn to 
exploit to improve your SEO.  

Best  prac t i c e s  to  improve  your SEO 
A unique domain name or business name is valuable: fewer people might be searching for 
your specific name. 

For instance, my business “hands occupied” is only really competing with parenting 
forums and forums for people who compulsively scratch at their skin or bite their 
nails.  
 

Which HTML tags matter and why 
For the record, we’re talking about HTML tags (<p></p>, <h1></h1>, etc.) and not tags you 
would include in an Etsy listing or blog post to help people find your content within your site.  
 

Site title and description 
• If you’re using a website system like WordPress or an IndieMade website, there’s 

a section of the site you’re encouraged to fill out when you first set up your site.  
Use this description to include key words to tell the search engine robots what 
your site is all about.  

o For instance, my site description is, “A blog about crafting, the 
handmade community, inspiration, independent crafters and candy.” 
The key words I want to convey are in bold.   

o The biggest search engines like Google, Bing and Yahoo! don't use your 
website description to improve your search ranking because spammers 
used to overload website descriptions with misleading information about 
a given site. However, it’s not a bad idea to have your site description be 
accurate to help the search engine robots know who you are online. For 
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example, someone searching for “hands occupied” who has a history of 
searching for craft tutorials wants to find HandsOccupied.com, rather 
than a forum for nail biters.  

H1, H2, etc. tags 
• In coding terms, the title of a blog post or page on your site is usually formatted 

with an <h1> or <h2> HTML tag. Usually this just makes the title of a post 
stand out in bold or in a larger font. The ‘H’ in h1 and h2 stands for “header.” 

• In SEO terms, just remember that the search engine robots are going to read the 
titles of your shop listings, pages, blog posts, etc. to help understand what they’re 
all about. Make sure to title your items for sale and blog posts wisely. Don’t call a 
tutorial about knitting a hat something like, “it’s cold outside”. Instead get 
creative and call it “Knit hat DIY for when it’s cold outside,” or “It’s cold 
outside: how to knit your own hat.”  

Alt tags 
Alt tags are very important to SEO and a LOT of people don’t properly use them to 
their SEO advantage. Or at all. 

• In code, an alt tag looks like this: <img src="smiley.gif" alt="Smiley face" 
/> 

 
You should use the alt tag to describe an image or link to let the search engine robots 
know what they’re reading. Remember, search engine robots are programmed to read 
raw code in a certain way. They don’t possess the ability to look at an image and discern 
what it is, but they do know that information provided in the alt tag will tell them what 
the image is. The alt tag is also something you should use if you serve a lot of people 
with limited vision. They have screen-reading devices that use the alt tags to describe 
images they can’t see as a reader.  
 
For instance, if I’m doing a knitted hat tutorial, I might have a picture of a specific purl 
stitch. Instead of uploading my image to my blog post and leaving it titled and alt-tagged 
“IMG_9433”, I’m going to change it to “purl stitch step 3” or “purl stitch step 3 | How 
to knit your own hat | HandsOccupied.com” if I want to get really fancy.  
 
PS: That second tag (“purl stitch step 3 | How to knit your own hat | HandsOccupied.com”) is useful 
if your stuff gets pinned to Pinterest a lot. Pinterest will automatically use an image’s title as a 
description when someone pins it. That’s a great way to get links back to your site and improve your 
traffic and SEO.   
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The SEO Reading Lis t  
I’m going to be a bad librarian here and not format my citations in APA format. I hope you’ll understand ;) 
 
HTML <img> alt attribute | w3schools.com 
 
How Search Engine Spiders Work (video) | DailyMotion.com  
Note that this video is from 2008, so some of the information is a little dated, but the basic ideas are 
currently accurate.  
 
7 Habits of Highly Effective SEOs | QuickSprout.com via IllinoisLibrariesMatter.com 
 
The Meta Description Tag | HighRankings.com 
 
SEO Best Practices: Page Titles, Meta Description, and Meta Keywords | 
Blogtrepreneur.com 
Note that this post is from 2009, so some of the information is dated. This is a good article to read for some 
history about SEO that I found helpful to read.  
 
Why Your SEO & Social Strategy Should Include Pinterest | SearchEngineWatch.com 
 
Pinterest Marketing Tips for SEO, Traffic, and Online Reputation Management | 
Kissmetrics.com 
 
How To Optimize Twitter: Be Real, Profiles, RT, Hashtags & More | 
SearchEngineWatch.com 


